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PART-A

(Answer all the Questions 5 x2 = 10 Marks)
I a Write the voltage and current relationship in star connected system.

b Define transient state.
c Define planar and non-planar graph.

d Write the generalized equations fbr Z-Parameters.
e Deflrre Laplace transfbrm of any function.

PART-B
(Answer all Five Units 5 x 10 : 50 Marks)
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3 A three-phase balance delta connected load of(4+i8) f)
balanced supply. Determine the phase ourrents and line
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is connected across a 400Y,3-p 10M
currents. And power drawn by

2 a Explain two-watt meter method fbr power measurement in three phase circuits. 5M
b Explain reactive power measurement in balanced three-phase load using single 5M

wattmeter.
OR

the load. Assume RYB phase seqllence.

a A series RL circuit with R:30Q and L:l5H has a constant voltage V:60V applied 5M
at F0. Determine the current I, the voltage across the resistor and across the
inductor.

b Derive the transient response of an RL circuit with dc excitation.
OR

In the circuit shown in fig. Determine the complete solution for the current when switch lOM
is closed at t:0, applied voltage is V(t):50cos(102t+n/4),resistance R:l0 Q and
capacitance c:1pF.

LUF

6 a Write the procedure to draw the dual network and find dual network for the given 5M
circuit.

5M
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b Write the procedure to draw tl-re

circuit.
dual network and find dual network for the gi

M
ven 5M

OR
7 Determine ix for the following network using network topology. 10M

8

9

Derive the expressions for Z-parameters in terms of ABCD parameters.

OR
Derive the expressions for Y-parameters in terms of ABCD parameters?

luNrr-vl
a Explain Laplace transform of a function. 5M
b Derive Laplace transform of all standard signals 5M

OR
A 500f) resister, a l6Mh inductor, and a 25 nF capacitor are connected in parallel which lOM
is placed in series with a 20000 resistor. Express the impedance of this series
combination as a rational function of s.
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